QPM GOLF EXPERT 10.1

Computerized segment bioimpedance measurement
NB
Performed on 10/02/2009 by LECOQ GOLF

Confidential and personal document

Measurement performed using the QPM process:
Electronic sensor analyzer system, EC standard.
Use of which was granted to LECOQ GOLF

IMPORTANT:
Under no circumstances does the QPM measurement constitute a diagnosis or a
prognosis.
QPM converts bioimpedance measurements into biophysical or biopsychological
data via an interface based on electro quantic models of the organism. Rather than
a static view of the individual, this instantaneous measurement provides
information on his or her dynamic evolution.
Repeating these measurements at regular intervals allows us to see their progress
over time. Interpretation of this measurement must be done by an AMV-certified
person trained in the use of the QPM process, who remits a copy of the results of
the measurement to the person concerned.

This report was interpreted
on

by
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FACTORS OF THE PERFORMANCE

LEVEL OF FORM:
PHYSICAL
FP1 - Physical level of form

5

Excellent. Optimal capacity of
performance, especialy if the
emotional level and mental form are
also optimal.

EMOTIONAL
FP2 - Emotionnal level of form:

2

Extreme. The performance will be
affected by a bad drain of the
emotional form.

2

Weak. The mental level of form can
be a barrier to the performance.

MENTAL
FP3 - Mental level of form:

FP35 - Intrinsic motivation find its
source, over the need to confront
themselves, to be measure:

4

Exacerbated. The personal
challenge is too strong, the
competitive spirit take advantage over
the performance.

SELF CONFIDENCE:
SPECIFIQUE SELF-CONFIDENCE
FP4 - Specific self-confidence:

2

Weak

GOAL ORIENTATION:
SELF GOAL ORIENTATION:
FP5 - Goal orientation orientated
towards the ego of the ability to the
victory over the adversaries.
TASK GOAL ORIENTATION:
FP6 - Goal orientation associating
the ability perceived the effort and
progress of the subject.

Exacerbated. The ego is here too
much on the front of the scene of the
performance.

2

4

Exacerbated. It can become
obsessing at the subject with depends
on the flow.

ANXIETIES:
SITUATIONAL ANXIETY:
FP7 - Immediate emotional state
results in apprehension, fear,
tension and increased alertness:
COGNITIVE ANXIETY
FP8 - mental component of anxiety
induced by fear of failure,
judgement, loss of self-esteem
BODY ANXIETY
FP9 - physical component of
anxiety with physiological
perceptions of the responses:

Excessive, but results in good
level of alertness.

2

1

.Very present.
.Very present. A strong somatization
of anxiety, having significant
repercussions on fitness.

1

EVEIL, HUMOR, AFFECT:
SELECTIVE ATTENTION LEVEL:
FP10 - Ability to focus attention on
a specific stimulus:

.Fairly low selective attention. Can be
stimulated.

2

GOLF EXPERT
DOMINANT
FP11 - Impulsive:
FP12 - Quick judgement:
FP13 - Goal oriented:

2

.
3

.
4

.

FP14 - Strong:

3

FP15 - Risk taker:

3

FP16 - Competition feeling:
ASPIRATION
FP17 - Enthusiasm:

.
.

3

.
5 .

FP18 - Positive attitude:

4

FP19 - Sociability:

3

FP20 - Creativity

3

FP21 - Spontaneity:

3

FP22 - Instinct:
ASSIDUITY
FP23 - Determination:

.
.
.
.

3

.

3

FP24 - Relaxed:

.

3

.

FP25 - Deliberate:

4

FP26 - Patient:

.

1

.

FP27 - Adaptability:

5 .

FP28 - Persistance:
CONSCIENTIOUS
FP29 - Meticulous:

5 .

FP30 - analytic

2

.

0

.

FP31 - Exacting:

5 .

FP32 - Logic:

3

.

FP33 - Sytematic:

5 .

FP34 - Curiosity:

5 .

BODY AERAS RISK
BODY GLOBAL FRAGILITY
ZFC1 - TOTAL RISK OF WOUND
THE DIFFERENT BODY AERAS
ZFC2 - Risk cervical wound:
ZFC3 - Risk dorso-lumbar wound:

3

.Global risk existing
4

0

.Weak
.Very strong

ZFC4 - Risk wound of the lower limb right

1

.Very strong

ZFC5 - Risk wound of the left lower limb:

1

.Very strong

ZFC6 - Risk wound of the upper limb right:
ZFC7 - Risk wound of the left upper limb:

2
1

.Strong
.Strong

